EVACUATION PROCESS

EVACUATION PROCESS
The Emergency evacuation system consists of manual release
mechanism in the machine, the brake cable and the wall
mounted brake release lever.

PURPOSE OF BRAKE CABLE
The brake cable connects brake lever mounted on the wall and
the machine brake release mechanism on the machine.

EMERGENCY EVACUATION SYSTEM
In case of power failure (without UPS) or breakdown of lift
with people trapped between floors, the emergency
evacuation of people is necessitated. During such emergency
evacuation, the brake release lever fixed on the wall is
engaged / pulled and the tension is transmitted via cable
to the manual brake release mechanism on the machine. The
force applied by pulling the brake release lever is used to
overcome the tension of springs inside the brake system
in the machine. Thus the brake is released mechanically.

BRAKE CABLE FIXING METHOD.
WRONG FIXING

Loose Fitment

Tight Fitment

The Brake cable must be loosely clamped to wall and should be
free to move. When manual release lever is pulled, then
tension is transmitted via cable and machine brake is released.

Brake Lever
Brake Cable

MANUAL BRAKE
RELEASE MECHANISM

CORRECT FIXING

Clamping the cable tightly against the wall and
restricting its movement will result in brake not
releasing properly. Sharp bending around the corner
is to be prevented.

MANUAL RELEASE
CABLE FIXING
ON WALL

Green star from Bharat Bijlee is a new generation gearless machine for elevators- Powered by permanent magnets.
GREENSTAR
Available in capacity of

GREENSTAR MINI
Suitable for Home

GREENSTAR MAX
Available in capacity of

6 passengers (408 kg)

Elevator with 300 kg

1.6 ton, 2.0 ton and 2.5 ton

to 20 passengers (1360 kg)

load lifting capacity.

suitable for Goods lifts.
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